RECENT ENHANCEMENTS TO LEXIS® FOR MICROSOFT® OFFICE

V7.5:
- Inclusion of Texas State Style Manual Rules
- Recognition and formatting of Arkansas and Illinois public domain formats and slip opinion citations
- Capability to merge Federal Rule, CFR, and USSG citations in Table of Authorities
- Upgrade to Nuance 2.0 PDF Converter
- Capability to set multiple default jurisdictions for Lexis Advance research

V7.3:
- Addition of Lex Machina® Legal Analytics®
- Capability to perform Get Cited Docs on just a highlighted portion of a document
- Option to not create hyperlinks via Link to Cites for citations that do not resolve to a full text document on Lexis Advance
- Capability to add native Word Table of Contents feature into Lexis for Microsoft Office ribbon
- Inclusion of page number on which quotation appears in brief in Check Quotes reporting feature
- Capability to exclude citations in quotations from Check Cite Format results and Table of Authorities
- Choices for Table of Authorities font style sorted alphabetically in formatting options
- Prepare TOA button in ribbon dynamically changes to Update TOA after Table of Authorities is inserted into user's document
- Capability to merge state statutory citations that have the same section but different subsections into one Table of Authorities entry
- Option to exclude a page break when inserting a Table of Authorities
- Option to set the page number format to continue from the previous section for Table of Authorities
- Option to have a Rules heading in the Cases-Statutes Table of Authorities layout
- Recognition/formatting of PERB (CA), Florida Administrative Code, and LA public domain format citations
V7.1:
- Addition of Florida state style manual rules
- Addition of “Ask Our Experts” feature
- Option to have a separate hyperlink for citations in citing/quoting parentheticals (Find All, Get Cited Docs and Link to Cites)
- Inclusion of page numbers on which citations appear in Check Cite Format report
- Capability to mark text as “Not a quotation”
- Capability to have RHP in Check Quotes split to show full text document on Lexis Advance
- Option to merge United States Code (USC) cites with the same section but different subsections into one entry in the TOA
- Capability to include citations on pages with romanette pagination in the TOA
- Removal of section breaks when TOA is inserted

V7.0:
- Installer enhancements, including auto updater improvements, reboot after pre-requisite install, load behavior and others
- Improved formatting and recognize of various New York subject codes in their abbreviated form, for example, EDPL
- Updates to accurately formatting and recognize Cal.5th

V6.6:
- Option to have citations left “as is” in the Table of Authorities
- Option to have case names bolded in brie and Table of Authorities
- Bracketed material left out of hyperlinks for California and New York format in Link to Cites
- Breadcrumb trail for Lexis Practice Advisor documents
- Capability to have administrator push out a firm-wide default Table of Authorities layout

V6.4:
- Enhanced integration with Microsystems Contract Companion (formerly EagleEye)
- Display multiple Shepard’s signals for statutes in Get Cited Docs
- Enhancement of document delivery dialog in Get Cited Docs to allow selection/de-selection of 100 documents at a time
- Option to have overall TOA heading and individual category headings appear in ALLCAPs
- Automatic adjustment of page numbering when insert TOA
- Quotation is automatically copied as part of Search Lexis when quotation is not found in document cited during Check Quotes

V6.2:
- Undo in Check Cite Format after accepting suggestion
- Inclusion of “Use Current All” button in Check Cite Format
- Move multiple entries from one category to another in TOA
- Option to include “Page(s)” heading in TOA
- Archived Code search

V5.4:
- Option to have signals and parentheticals removed from the hyperlinks for Link to Cites and Get Cited Docs
- Zoom in right hand pane
- “Go back” button for TOA
- Filtering of Citing Decisions for Shepard’s reports persists
V5.3:
- Launched new integration with Lexis Practice Advisor®
- Batch Not a Cite
- List page ranges in TOA for citations spanning more than one page
- Move an entry up and down in a TOA category heading
- Center TOA and category headings
- Option to remove “In re” or “Ex parte” when sorting alphabetically in the TOA
- Customize font size for TOA
- Option to install Update Manager to be notified when an upgrade is available
- Formatting support for additional agency and regulatory citations
- Option to include Shepard’s signals in Check Cite Format results and Link to Cites
- Filter Shepard’s reports by treatment
- Deliver documents from Citations with Context view
- Save all documents to Work Folders from Citations List and Citations with Context View
- Option to Narrow by in Check Quotes results

V5.2:
- Launched new integration with Microsystem Eagle Eye proofreading tools
- Get Cited Docs functionality added to Outlook
- Narrow Citations List view by Cases/Statutes/Other and sort by Order of Appearance/Alphabetical in Get Cited Docs
- E-mail or print Shepard’s reports
- Set view other than Cite by Cite in Get Cited Docs as a default
- Use “passim” in TOA
- Integration with Lexis Advance work folders
- Updated The Bluebook® from the 19th Edition to the 20th Edition

V4.9:
- Faster processing accepting suggestions in Check Cite Format
- Enhanced progress dialog bar
- Flexibility with NY citation formats

V4.4:
- Create permanent hyperlinks with Link to Cites feature
- E-mail or print copy of results in Check Cite Format, Check Quotes, and Prepare TOA

V4.2:
- Perform Prepare TOA or Check Quotes without performing Check Cite Format first
- Check Cite Format, Check Quotes, and Prepare TOA features updated to allow results to be viewed in the right hand pane while scrolling Word document in left pane
- Perform document delivery of all documents from Citations List in Get Cited Docs and capability to view entire list on one page rather than viewing 10 results on a page
- Correct all citations in a document at once in Check Cite Format